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Are you a short man who has ever felt pre-pubescent, weak or unmanly? You need this book."Style

for Short Guys" is a short, simple, illustrated guide to becoming a well-dressed short man. It

documents the fundamental factors that often make short men appear unattractive and teaches the

reader how to use clothing to create a strong, masculine figure. When short men want to learn how

to dress well, they often turn to blogs, forums and self-proclaimed "fashion experts" for help, all of

whom churn out the same hackneyed advice ("Wear vertical stripes!"; "Don't wear horizontal lines!";

"Wear platform shoes!") while offering little explanation as to why these rules exist.This book is

different. Instead of giving a quick list of DOs and DON'Ts, Style for Short Guys discusses how to

normalise your body's proportions, how clothes are supposed to fit and which styles short men can

wear to make their bodies look as attractive as possible.
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While I could be shorter, I'm certainly not going to fool anyone that I'm anything but a short guy. And

short is fine. It's never really bothered me. It has, however, made dressing well something of a



challenge. I've had trouble in the past adapting various fashion ideas in a way that was flattering. I

had no idea what I was doing.This book has definitely helped that. It is just the right length, an easy

read and all of it full of good information. It's based on sound reasoning as well, rather than

conjecture or simply some guy's opinion, which is what you typically find when searching online for

good information on this and similar subjects. As I get closer to entering a job with a more stringent

dress code than freelancing, I've been doing my best to find good information on how to look my

best and this is the best resource by far that I've found that addresses the distinct fashion needs of

short guys.What's more, for the price it represents a superb value.All told, I'm quite satisfied with

this book and can wholeheartedly recommend it to others.

An eye opening book. Now people tell me I have a great sense of fashion. Over all I feel more

confident about they way I look.

Excellent! Concise and straightforward guide. Need to be read after "Style for Men" of the same

author. Highly recommended for all

I've never read anything that came close to competently explaining the proper way short men

should dress. Sure I've heard about staying away from baggy clothes and horizontal stripes and the

like, but no other specifics were mentioned.Here, we have a clear explanation based on measuring

how long your appendages appear to an observer, making you appear better proportioned

regardless of your height.This simple measuring technique will be extremely helpful in picking out

any and all clothes in the future, a necessary and essential read for any short man!

The book gives some simple but useful advice. A basic primer on how to dress as a short man,

emphasizing looking good than trying to do the impossible - trying to be taller.
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